TEMPUS 600 Timedico

The swiftest blood transportation system
Laboratory technicians, orderlies and nurses no longer need to
spend time transporting blood samples on trolleys from the patient to the laboratory. Instead, they may fully concentrate on
their primary tasks, regardless whether these involve nursing or
analysis.
They have the Tempus 600 blood transportation system to thank
for this. Blood tests are transported in traditional test tubes via
a pipe system direct to the laboratory; and since this conduit is
dedicated to clinical samples, there is therefore no risk of delay,
collision or erroneous delivery.
Tempus 600 is a product that Linatech has developed in partnership with Timedico. Linatech has been responsible for prototype
development using its own testing facilities, performed production including FAT and has undertaken installations at hospitals.
Linatech has also served as a sparring and development partner
for new components and concepts.
The partnership between the two companies came about when
Timedico was no longer able to cope with the development
and production of machines. Daniel Blak, the director, therefore undertook an internal survey in an attempt to find a suitable
partner. An employee, who had previously collaborated with
Linatech and had favourable memories, drew his attention to
them indicating that Linatech could solve tasks from drawings
right up to the finished product.

FAKTA
300 metres in approx.
30 secs.
Easy to install at all
hospitals
Swift ROI
Engineer development
PLC development

”We chose Linatech because they could undertake the task
from development, engineering, drafting until final production of
the machines”, says Daniel Blak.
Development occurred in partnership where both companies’
range of services could be used at various instances in the
process. The concept had been developed in Inventor, so that
the necessary documentation was optimal and Linatech had
also undertaken PLC programming.
”I definitely recommend Linatech, as they are adaptable and
involve themselves wholeheartedly in the client’s product. In fact
I have several good

